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The COVID-19 disease outbreak has emphasized the critical need for more sensitive 

analytical technology. Photonic technology focuses on studying light interaction analysis 

with the molecules to enhance diagnostic tools' accuracy. Due to the distinct spectral 
signatures, lasers have shown effectiveness in the classification and monitoring of viruses. 

This work aims to improve healthcare delivery in public areas, markets, hospitals, and 

airports. However, providing insights into the technical aspect also helping researchers 

identify the possibilities and difficulties in this field. This short review has been collect from 

four authoritative databases: Web of Science, Science Direct, Scopus, Google Scholar. This 

paper discusses emerging developments in photonic sensor applications such as telehealth, 

point care, and telescreens in environmental surveillance. It also includes modern studies to 

identify and diagnose viruses by using photonic techniques. Finally, it was found that the 

most effective approaches for reducing the spread of the COVID-19 virus pandemic in the 

environment, besides collecting the big data via an intelligent optical fibre network between 

the hospitals and other public places. 
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1. Introduction 
 Photonics is known as the science of generating energy, detecting, and transmitting information using light. Another 

way to describe photonics is as the science and technology of producing and harnessing light and various other 

sources of radiant energy whose quantum unit is the photon. Also, permeates almost every part of life, from 

microscopy to optical communications. As well, involves cutting-edge uses of lasers, optics, fiber-optics, and electro-
optical devices in numerous and diverse fields of technology-alternate energy, manufacturing, health care, 

telecommunication, environmental monitoring, homeland security, aerospace, solid-state lighting, and many others. 

As a result, when faced with global pandemic threats, it's unsurprising that many solutions have been discovered and 
created by optical engineering in photonic systems[1-3]. Thus, photonics researchers and companies have made 

significant contributions to diagnostics and personal protection equipment through integrating advanced systems and 

creating revolutionary developments in this area. Coronaviruses have been reported for too many health problems 
over the last two decades.  According to WHO info, the COVID-19 viruses considered a higher purpose death rate 

(approximately 3.3 percent) than the prior influenza pandemics in 1918 and 1957, and its dissemination rate was even 

40 times [4, 5]. Resulting from COVID -19 virus, nearly 139 million people infected and caused about three million 

deaths, according to the last report of the World Health Organization. 
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1.1. Emergence and characteristics of SARS- CoV-2. 

Coronaviruses family are a complex collection of viruses and can cause moderate to severe respiratory infections in 

humans and animals as shown in figure (1). Two types of zoonotic-coronaviral high pathogens, such as SARS-CoV 

and MERS-CoV, occurred and caused lethal breathing disease in humans in 2002 and 2012 and became a new public 
health issue the 21st century. Evolving coronaviruses became a significant concern of the public health community 

[6]. Several health facilities in Wuhan, Hubei province, China, registered clusters of patients with pneumonia of 

unknown cause in late December 2019 [7]. Coronaviruses groups are classified into four genera: Alpha-coronavirus, 
Beta-coronavirus, Gamma-coronavirus, and Delta-coronavirus [8]. The structure of COVID-19 viruses' shape 

consisted of four parts are spike (S), membrane (M), envelope (E), and nucleocapsid (N). It has the largest genome 

between 26.4–31.7 kb of all recognized RNA viruses. Besides, the genetic material of the virus included single-

stranded RNA [9],[10]. 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Illustration of a feature shape COVID-19 virus and human transmission exchange 

1.2. Background  

The application of nanomaterials with photonics in biosensing can solve many of the problems and limitations of 

biosensor technology. Nanomaterials are describing as having dimensions between 1 and 100 nm. They have 
designed to exhibit novel properties compared to materials lacking nanoscale features, such as improved strength and 

conductivity and unique optical, magnetic, thermal, and chemical properties. Thus, dependent on affinity, integrate 

the high sensitivity of optical biosensors tools, specific receptors [11]. The researchers, a dual-functional plasmonic 

biosensor using the plasmonic photothermal (PPT) effect in conjunction with localized surface plasmon resonance 
(LSPR), have developed a COVID-19 diagnosis. The methods were used two-dimensional gold Nano islands 

integrate with an optical biosensor as a platform. As a result, the experiment achieved a high sensitivity at a lower 

detection limit of 0.22 pM. [12]. A Study shows the SARS-CoV-2 identification using the Raman spectroscopy 
analysis method to detect a SARS-CoV-2 virus in saliva, and the results were accuracy of 91.6 %, sensitivity 92.5 

%, and specificity 88.8 % [13]. Femtosecond pulse lasers emitting near-infrared have been used to inactivate many 

viruses with no damage to human cells [14],[15]. The fibro-optic absorbance platform (P-FAB) biosensor was 
proposed to identifying the SARS-CoV-2 virus without pre-processing in the patient's saliva specimen [16]. A new 

biosensor based on field-effect transistor (FET) is reported for diagnostic SARS-CoV-2 in clinical samples. Graphene 

sheets are coating with a particular antibody against SARS-CoV-2 spike protein. The limit of detection was 1 and 

100 fg/mL [17]. An optical fiber sensor device based on Evanescent Wave Absorbance (EWA) to detect COVID-19 
viruses is developed via measuring the refractive index variations at light propagated inside the optical fiber [18]. 

This review focuses on the innovative methods to fight the COVID-19 virus based on photonics technology in 

literature studies. Micro - cavities have considered a leading method, drawing a broad interest in improving light-
matter interactions in biomedical and biomedical fields[19]. 

 

2. Identification COVID - 19 via photonics. 
          Viruses are the smallest molecules of pathogens known. However, most of them cause significant deterioration 
of human health. Most of the time, the host's natural immune defense mechanism is the best-known treatment for 
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viruses; Otherwise, the only alternative is the initial avoidance of viral infection. Therefore, diagnosis is the direct 

approach against the overall target of monitoring and removal of viruses. 

 

2.1. Laser spectrum Interaction with Molecules  

Interactions between light and matter make a significant contribution in many scientific areas, creating critical 

spectroscopy applications, sensing, quantum information extraction, and lasers. Light waves spread at the speed of 
light in a vacuum, for most of these purposes. Matter consists of charged particles because atoms have a positively 

charged nucleus and spin around the negative charge electrons. The electric field changes with time whenever charges 

are in motion. The light is considered as electro-magnetic waves and described as a stream of particles called photons. 
Each photon carries a ratio of energy, matter can absorb photon energy, and spectroscopy is the science that analyzes 

the light emitted value. Light is categorized according to its spectrum of wavelengths. When reacting with materials, 

it can cause ionization effects, according to the ascending order of wavelengths such as X-rays, ultraviolet rays, 
visible light, infrared rays, microwaves, and gamma rays. The smaller the wavelength, the higher the frequency, and 

the higher the energy. It can induce different phenomena when it interacts with matter because of the electromagnetic 

properties of light. Otherwise, when light of 100 nm wavelength interacts with a substance, it will cause the material 

atoms to ionize. As the wavelength increases, the light wave's energy is not enough to cause ionization. Figure (2). 
Shows the comparison of the size of viruses for selecting wavelength suitable used to diagnose COVID – 19 viruses. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 2. Comparison of the size of viruses for selecting wavelength suitable used to diagnose COVID – 19 viruses. 

 

When light is incident on an atom, three necessary processes happen: absorption, spontaneous emission, and 

stimulated emission by which light interacts with particles. Depending on the type of matter, absorption occurs while 

the atom is a lower energy level, the electron atom lifts it to the upper energy level by consuming the energy of 
photon creating up and down transitions between energy levels that called spontaneous emission. The electron will 

be in an upper energy level (E2) or excited state and spontaneously decays to a lower energy level (E1) and radiates 

a photon light. The emitted photons contain energies peculiar to that substance, as each material has a particular 
collection of energy levels. The frequency (v) and wavelength (λ) of the light are related to these photon energies by: 

∆Ε =  hv =  
ℎ𝑐

𝜆
                                                                                                                                 (1) 

Where h is a constant for Planck and c is the speed of light. The effectiveness of the laser application tool in Covid-

19 battle has many applications such as remote monitoring, tele-screening/telehealth, intelligent network & big data, 

improving environmental quality, and improving the quality of foods. 
 

2.2. Keys to diagnose viruses. 

In this section, the essential keys for the detection of the viruses have been described. The intensity 𝐼𝑠𝑐  of the 
scattered light can be described as the following function of five variables: 
                            𝐼𝑠𝑐 = 𝐼𝑠𝑐(𝑐, 𝑑, 𝜃, 𝜆, 𝑛)                                                                                                                      (2) 

Where 𝑐 is the concentration, 𝑑 the particle diameter,𝜃 the measuring angle, 𝜆  wavelength of the light, and 𝑛 the 

refractive index of the particles relative to the surrounding medium, the calculation of this equation is part of 
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scattering theory. Variables affecting light scattering such as wavelength, particle size, refractive index, angle of 

incident, and concentration [20], are as shown in the schematic in figure (3). 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 Figure 3. A schematic description of parameters affecting light scattering 
 
 

3. Lasers diagnosis of viruses. 

This section describes the diagnosis and classification of the viruses by using laser techniques, such as Laser-induced 
fluorescence-light detection and ranging (LIF- LiDAR), Quantum cascade lasers (QCLs), and Surface-enhanced 

Raman spectroscopy (SERS).  Light detection and ranging are a category of methods focused on the principle that 

when a pulsed laser impinges on particles, the particles absorb and emit signals that can be characterized using a 
suitable detector [21]. LiDAR systems are used to identify and characterize biogenic materials, for example, 

pathogenic bacteria in both laboratory and field environments [22]. A study of the Laser-induced fluorescence-light 

detection and ranging (LIF- LiDAR) technique has shown that it can be used for detection, real-time monitoring, and 

classification of viruses in various environments [23]. A significant benefit of the LIF-LiDAR is the long-range 
detection of dangerous bio-aerosols, particularly those classified as biological weapons. Nevertheless, selecting the 

accurate wavelength for stand-off investigation of viruses in the atmosphere faces some difficulties. 

          Quantum cascade lasers (QCL) are the first room-temperature semiconductor laser source for the mid-IR 
spectral field. QCLs are categorized based on the resonator configuration to the three popular sorts of laser resonators 

such as Fabry Perot (FP), Distributed Feedback (DFB), and External Cavity (EC). It employs a spectrum signature 

of long-wave infrared (LWIR) reflectance to detect nanoparticle chemicals on contaminated surfaces using a 
quantum-cascade laser (QCL) that tunes from λ = 9.1 to 9.8 μm [24][25]. Enhancement of mid-infrared spectroscopy 

methods based on Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) and quantum cascade lasers (QCLs)can be used for 

environmental monitoring [26]. This model is beneficial because it provides the potential to track a wide variety of 

high-sensitivity gases to extended ranges. Additionally, the system can be used- perform spectroscopy in transmission 
mode with a gas cell or in reflection mode for detecting contaminants on surfaces. Also, the device does not need 

consumables, resulting in low downtime relative to a point sensor network. It is also suitable for the monitoring of 

large indoor areas such as airports.  Spectroscopy is the method that analyzes the optical spectrum produced by the 
material due to its interaction with light. COVID-19 virus detection using the Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy 

(SERS) technique have been proposed due to its ability to recognize unique gene sequences and it does not require a 

long time for DNA amplification of COVID-19 [27]. The SERS technique can also be used to identify food 

contamination [28]. It is an impressive technique that can also identify the molecular fingerprint spectrum with 
ultrahigh sensitivity. Great successes have been achieved for the sensitive and specific detection of biomolecules, 

such as pathogens, cancer cells, cellular processes, etc. However, it has weak selective isolation of homologs and 

components with similar structural properties. 
 A study reported a new technique for quickly visualizing the droplets emitted while speaking and using different 

masks' efficiency in reducing their spread. The methodology used a cheap visible laser to imaging particles pass 

through scattering light [29]. Table (1) shown literature studies laser potential for detecting viruses. 
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Table 1. Studies of Laser diagnosis of viruses summarized. 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

4. Analysis outcome of literature review   

The COVID-19 pandemic has shown the challenges of existing most analytical technologies for biological detection. 

However, it need to emphasize developing new, improved diagnosis methods. Photonics are powerful techniques for 
detecting viruses because the laser's properties can classify and identify viruses according to wavelength emission 

like a spectrum signature. In addition, it is possible collect big data from any probe laser through a fibre optics 

network to enhance healthcare quality. 

 

Conclusion  

 COVID-19's global pandemic had a significant impact on human life. Worldwide, there has been a noticeable rise 

in the number of people infected; various companies, governments, and academics are attempting to respond to this 
global emergency. This short review summarizes the Appearance and Features of SARS-CoV-2 and understanding 

of advanced photonics systems based on laser and optical fibre sensors application. Also mentioned challenges with 

a viewpoint. As can be seen, in prospect, laser-based optical detection imaging could aid in environmental 
monitoring, virus concentration analysis in the air, and food quality testing. Thus, data can be collected for COVID-

19 monitoring through an intelligent network of medical biosensors, thereby improving healthcare quality. 
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